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Abstract: 

The main approach of an object detection system is to find all the possible coherent 

motion regions to track the moving objects which takes the locations of low-level 

tracked feature points as input, and produces a set of independent coherent motion 

regions as output. In past approaches only pedestrian is detected using a source of 

information in a single detector but in this, the system finds the regions based on the 

tracked set of features using a likelihood functions which is parameterized on 

locations of potential individual. For the identified coherent motion region assign a 

point track to at most one region to extract the subset that maximises an overall 

likelihood function. In case of multi-object motion, many possible coherent motion 

regions can be constructed around the set of all feature point tracks. The approach is 

robust to partial occlusion, shadows, clutter, and can operate over a large range of 

challenging view angles. This approach gives semantically correct detections and 

count of similar objects moving through crowded scenes from selected coherent 

regions using greedy algorithm. 
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1.Introduction  

Detection of individuals in the crowded environment is comparatively little attention in 

vision because it gives the problem of segmentation, recognition and tracking. There are 

some techniques which handle larger numbers of entities, but generally struggle is 

initialized when the crowed is dense. There are some sophisticated person detectors such 

as [1] has been developed, which assumed that people are well separated.  

The others [2][3] used mechanism such as head detectors to segment crowds. Failure is 

occurred when these features is not get observed. One technique is used called model 

based segmentation in which it extracts a large set of image features and partition into 

individuals using explicit feature grouping. The one described [4] in experiment that the 

ability of humans to distinguish activities and count independent motions simply form 

2D projections of a sparse set of feature points manually identified on human joints. This 

is applied on the video segments it automatically extracted features that is bright dots 

against a dark background, from which human observer can easily able to detect and 

classify the moving objects. This helps to develop an object detection system which can 

detect and count independently moving objects based on feature point trajectories alone. 

A coherent motion region contains a group of point tracks; but a single moving object 

corresponds to a single coherent motion region. Based on others [5][6] likelihood 

function they define a system which identifies whether a given set of features should be 

grouped together or not. Using the greedy search the segmentation is achieved were the 

most likely grouping is first identified and then removed. They used a variant of 

expectation-maximization algorithm for the estimation of shape parameters from image 

observations via hidden assignment vectors of features to cliques. The global 

optimization is desirable when the likelihood functions do not consider for all images 

feature simultaneously, because of high ambiguity the difficulties can occur with the 

local context. This can occur in regions such as the centre of dense crowd.  

To detect drift object in that to detect human is difficult, because people can move fast. 

One uses the dynamic model and configuration in the current frame to predict the next 

configuration; all predictions are then being refined using image data. This model is 

identify the humans on the basis of not to change the “appearance” from frame to frame. 

It describes a people tracker which builds models of the people to be tracked from video 

sequence then tracks them. It has the advantage that knowing the appearances model of 

each body part greatly constrains our search and so simplifies data association. Other is it 

prevent drift, recover from occlusion relatively easily, and count individuals. When the 
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Parameter driven generative model is concerned, the various parameters are used to 

perform segmentation. The parameters may include the number of people, their location 

and their shape. Based on the set of given parameters the grouping of all features are 

evaluated. The global optimization is achieved by searching for maximum likelihood 

estimates for the model parameters. But the issues with the parameters are, optimization 

requires good initial estimates and expensive search techniques. By assuming some prior 

knowledge [7] regarding the number of people and their appearance the optimization is 

achieved by exhaustive local search [8].  

 
Figure 1 :  Different view angle samples shows partial occlusion 

 

The next approach is based on power generative models with the simplicity associated 

with the feature grouping methods is needed.  In this there is no assumption is required 

about the number of people in the scene, needs only trivial initialization and does not 

require random search. The main approach is based on the Expectation Maximization 

(EM) formulation which has shape parameters for all potential individuals and treats 

feature assignments as hidden variables [9].   

Other technique in which detecting multiple humans in crowded environment is based on 

the model based approach, it interpret the image observations by multiple partially 

occluded human hypotheses in a Bayesian framework. The differ features like 

knowledge of various aspects, human shape, camera model, and image cues are all 

integrated in one framework. The tracking of humans is obtained by using an efficient 

sampling method, data-driven Markov Chain Monte Carlo (DDMCMC), which uses 

image observations for proposal probabilities. It uses the direct image feature from 

bottom-up image analysis to improve the computational efficiency as importance 

proposal probabilities to guide the moves of the Markov chain. The work includes A 3D 

part based human body model which enables the segmentation and tracking of humans in 

3D and the interference of inter object occlusion naturally, A Bayesian framework that 

integrates segmentation and tracking based on a joint likelihood for the appearance of 

multiple objects, the Markov dynamics, directed by proposal probabilities based on 
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image cues, and the incorporation of a colour-based background model in a mean-shift 

tracking step.  

Based on human detectors it detects appearance or shape-based patterns of humans 

directly [10][11][12][13].  The learning base method need a large number of training 

samples and may be sensitive to imaging viewpoint variations. Besides motion and 

shape, face and skin colour are also useful cues for human detection, but these cues 

utilized in environment could be limited. This method is limited to blob tracking. The 

model based tracking can solve the problem of blob merge and split problems by 

enforcing a global shape constraint. The shape model could be parametric, ellipsoid [14] 

or nonparametric, edge template [13], and either 2D or in 3D [14] [15].      

Parametric models are usually generative and of high dimensionality while 

nonparametric models are usually learned from real samples. For 2D model makes 

detailed hypothesis but in 3D models are more natural for occlusion reasoning. For 

human tracking we do not need to capture the detailed body articulation, a rough body 

model such as the generic cylinder in [16], the ellipsoid in [14], and the multiple 

rectangles in [15] suffices. For tracking multiple objects require matching hypotheses.  

 
Figure 2 : a) Sample Frame b) Motion blobs c) tracked people for crowed situation 

 

When objects are highly inter occluded, their image observation are from independent, 

hence a joint likelihood for multiple objects is necessary [15] [17] [16][19] [20] [21]. 

The data driven MCMC method used for various applications, for multi object tracking 

[22] estimating articulated structures. The main difference between MCMC and other 

method is it uses 3D perspective effect in a typical camera setting, while the ant tracking 

problem described I [22] is almost a 2D problem. It utilize the acquired appearance 

where each object is of different appearance, while ants in are assumed to have the same 

appearance.  
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2.The System Architecture 

The system architecture is shown in figure. It is focused on an effective algorithm for 

counting coherent moving objects in dense crowd. The architecture includes different 

block set such as video acquisition, feature extraction, tracking trajectory similarity, 

coherent motion detection. It counts the total number of moving objects in a video from 

different video streams with dense crowed.  

 

 
Figure 3: Project Architecture 

 

3. Detailed System Description 

 

3.1.Pre-processing 

A set of basic pre-processing algorithms from Image processing are applied to individual 

frames of the video considered for object tracking and counting. These algorithm can be 

proposed for situation like– objects with internal motion (object shape variation is high), 

Objects with low internal motion (the shape variation is low), Handling of variation in 

lighting conditions, corner detection. 
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3.2.Low Level Feature Extraction  

A set of low-level spatial feature points tracked over time through a video sequence.  

define the ith feature point track by Xi: 

Xi = {(xt
i, yt

i), t = Tinit
i, ………….,  Tfinal

i}, 

i = 1,……….., Z 

where, Z represents the total number of point tracks. The lengths of the tracks vary 

depending on the durations for which corresponding feature points are successfully 

tracked we first identify low-level features in the initial frame detector, a fast algorithm 

for finding corners. The low level features are tracked over time using a hierarchical 

implementation of the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi optical flow algorithm. 

 

3.3.Feature Tracking 

The new features are tracked along with the existing point tracks to form a larger 

trajectory set. For trajectories that have initially stationary segments, we retain only the 

remaining part of the trajectory that shows significant temporal variations. The user is 

also required to sketch a single rectangle that matches the rough dimensions of the 

objects to be detected in the sequence. Let the dimensions of this rectangle be w x h. 

 

3.4.Trajectories Similarities 

It requires a measure of similarity between two feature point tracks. If both Xi and Xj 

exist at time t, we define           dt
x(i,j) = (xt

i - xt
i) 
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That is, if the features do not fit within a w x h rectangle, the distance between them is 

nonlinearly increased. Our expectation is that feature point tracks from the same 

underlying object are likely to have a low maximum Dt as well as a low variance in Dt 

over the region of overlap. Hence, we compute an overall trajectory similarity as 

S(i,j) = exp {-  (max (Dt(i,j)) + var(Dt(i,j))} 

where the maximum and variance are taken over the temporal region where both 

trajectories exist. For those trajectories where there is no overlap the similarity value is 
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set to zero. The pair wise similarities are collected into a Z x Z matrix S. In our 

experiments below, we set  as 0.025. 

 

3.5.Coherent Motion Region  

A coherent motion region is a spatiotemporal sub volume that fully contains a set of 

associated feature point tracks. In our case, each coherent motion region is a contiguous 

chunk of (x, y, t) space that completely spans the point tracks associated with it. Note 

that all the feature point tracks inside this region might not have complete temporal 

overlap. The set of all coherent motion regions can be represented by a binary Z x M 

matrix A indicating which point tracks are associated with each coherent motion region. 

 
Fig 4:  a) Candidates coherent motion regions for a given set of tracks 

There is an M-vector L with the set of coherent motion regions, indicating a “strength” 

related to the overall likelihood that the coherent motion region corresponds to a single 

object, created by 

L(j) = A(j)T SA (j) 

Where A(j) is the jth column of A. 

 

3.6.Selecting the Coherent Motion Region Subset 

Select a subset V of coherent motion regions that maximizes the sum of the strengths in 

V, subject to the constraint that a point track can belong to at most one selected coherent 

motion region. It uses a greedy algorithm to estimate a good subset V. This approach 

differs from a soft-assign approach of assigning tracks to cliques. The greedy algorithm 

explicitly enforces the constraint that selected coherent motion regions be disjoint on per 

iteration basis. In our approach it starts with highly connected graph in which edges are 

progressively removed and the sum of edge weights updated. The objects which are 

visible for some time for that object it is easy to find the best coherent motion regions. 

From each frame it detects new feature points; a longer-duration object has a greater 

opportunity to gather feature tracks. Selecting a high likelihood coherent motion region 
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in the greedy algorithm results in lowering the likelihood values of other coherent motion 

regions containing tracks that are part of the selected coherent motion regions.   

 
Figure 5: Sample result for a video sequence 

 

The objects which are visible for some time for that object it is easy to find the best 

coherent motion regions. From each frame it detects new feature points; a longer-

duration object has a greater opportunity to gather feature tracks. Selecting a high 

likelihood coherent motion region in the greedy algorithm results in lowering the 

likelihood values of other coherent motion regions containing tracks that are part of the 

selected coherent motion regions.   

 

4. Conclusion 

The object detection system uses approach based on coherent motion region detection for 

counting and locating objects in the presence of high object density and inter-object 

occlusions.  The system tracks low-level features to construct all possible coherent 

motion regions, and choose a good disjoint set of coherent motion regions representing 

individual objects using greedy algorithm. Any object with the similar shape to a person 

may be misclassified. This problem is handles by investigating using appearance and 

motion features to select disjoint coherent region.   The feature point trajectory 

generation is fast and comparable with the frame rate of video sequence.   

It does not require any complex shape or appearance models for objects. Tracking, 

operating in a 2-frame interval, has a local view therefore ambiguities inevitably exits. It 
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occurs in case of tracking multiple close-by or overlapping objects. The analysis in the 

level of trajectories resolves the local ambiguities. The analysis considered into the 

account the prior knowledge on the valid object trajectories including their starting and 

ending point.  It is effective technique for counting coherent moving objects over a 

variety of scales and challenging camera angles in the dense crowd.  
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